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policies, we haveJ�(z) � M � z if z � z�: This establishes
the lemma, because this lower bound can be achieved by the policy
�0(z) = �:

Let J : R ! R be a real-valued function. LetT be the dynamic
programming operator, defined as

T (J)(z) = minfM � z;min
i2I

fE[h(z; i) + J(f(z; i))]gg

= minfM � z;min
i2I

fci + E[J(max(Yi; z))]gg

whereYi is an independent sample from the distributionFi:
We have the following result.
Lemma 4: Let J : R ! R+ be a monotone nonincreasing func-

tion. Then,T (J) is also monotone nonincreasing.
Proof: Let z1; z2 2 R and z1 � z2: Clearly, max(Yi; z1) �

max(Yi; z2) for eachi 2 I: Thus,

J(max(Yi; z1)) � J(max(Yi; z2)):

In light of the above equation forT; we have

T (J)(z1) � T (J)(z2)

establishing thatT (J) is monotone nonincreasing.
Lemma 5: Under BCC assumptionŝJ is monotone nonincreasing

on R:

Proof: Compactness ofI implies compactness of the control
spaceU = I [ f�g: This compactness and the continuity as-
sumptions of BCC imply that the dynamic programming problem
under consideration satisfies the assumptions of the semicontinuous
model of [1, Ch. 9], and hence it follows that the iterationJn+1 =
T (Jn); initialized with the initial conditionJ0(z) � 0; converges
monotonically to the optimal cost̂J (see [1, Proposition 9.17 and
Corollary 9.17.2]). From Lemma 4, since the initial condition is
monotone nonincreasing,Jn is also monotone nonincreasing for all
n; establishing that the limit̂J will also be monotone nonincreasing.

We can now show the main result of the paper.
Theorem 1: Under BCC assumptions the sampling policy�� is

the optimal policy and the functionJ� is the optimal cost function.
Proof: From Lemma 3 we havêJ(z) = J�(z) for z � z�:

Let z < z�: Then, by Lemma 5, the optimal cost is monotone
nonincreasing, so

Ĵ(z) � Ĵ(z�) = M � z
� = J

�(z):

On the other hand, sincêJ is the minimum cost

Ĵ(z) � J
�(z):

HenceĴ(z) = J�(z) for z < z� and we have shown that̂J = J�:

According to Lemma 2,J� is the cost function corresponding to
policy ��; therefore,�� is the optimal policy.

Remark 1—Vector Sampling:The above result extends to the case
of vector sampling (or parallel sampling). Assume that at each stage
instead of one sample,d (d> 1) samples are taken (possibly in
parallel). For eachi = (i1; � � � ; id) 2 Id; let Ci represent the cost
of takingd samples from choicesi1; � � � ; id and letWi represent the
maximum of the samples taken. The distribution ofWi is given by
FW = �d

j=1FY :

The sequential sampling problem discussed in this paper is equiv-
alent to this problem, posed in terms of collecting samplesWi given
the distribution ofCi and the derived distributionsFW : As a result,
a consequence of the above theorem is that the optimal sampling

scheme is to always sample from the same combination of choices,
i.e., the combination that produces the highest index (note that thed

choices may not all be the same).
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On Regularizing Singular Systems
by Decentralized Output Feedback

Dianhui Wang and C. B. Soh

Abstract—This paper considers linear time-invariant decentralized
singular systems which are either nonregular or, if they are regular,
they have impulsive modes. It derives algebraic necessary and sufficient
conditions for making a singular system both regular and impulse-
free by decentralized output feedback control laws and decentralized
proportional-plus-derivative output feedback control laws.

Index Terms—Decentralized control, regularization, singular systems,
output feedback.

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider the following decentralized singular systems:

E _x =Ax +

N

i=1

Biui

yi =Cix; i = 1; 2; � � � ; N (1)

whereE andA aren�n real matrices withE singular,x andyi are
state vector and outputs vectors, respectively,Bi andCi aren�mi

real matrices andli � n real matrices, respectively.
System (1) is said to be regular if the pencil pairsE � A is

regular, i.e.,det(sE � A) is not identically zero. It is well known
that regularity of singular systems guarantees the existence and
uniqueness of the solutions [1], [2]. Almost all of the given results
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for singular systems assume regularity; see, for example, [3]–[5] and
the bibliographies in these references. However, this assumption is
unnecessarily strong so that it limits the analysis of a number of
practical physical systems [5], [6]. Then, researchers paid attention
to regularizing singular systems using various feedbacks (see, e.g.,
[7]–[10]). It is important, of course, to establish conditions that ensure
the regularity of singular systems under feedback and, furthermore,
to develop numerical algorithms for constructing regular closed-loop
systems with desired system characteristics [9], [11], [12].

From the viewpoint of practical applications, regular systems that
have no impulsive modes are especially significant. So it is desirable
to derive conditions that ensure the existence of one feedback gain
matrix such that many resulting closed-loop systems are both regular
and impulse-free. Early results on regularization of singular systems
using proportional (P) state feedback and proportional-plus-derivative
(P-D) state feedback are reported in [6], [8], and [11]. They have
shown that many nonregular systems can be regularized by P and/or
P-D state feedbacks. In [7] and [9], algebraic necessary and sufficient
conditions are given that ensure that an output feedback can be
selected for making the closed-loop system both regular and impulse-
free. In [10], based on a reduced form of the singular system,
algebraic sufficient conditions are derived for making a nonregular
system both regular and strongly controllable and strongly observable.
These results mentioned above are only for centralized systems.

The objective of this paper is to derive algebraic necessary and
sufficient conditions for the existence of decentralized output feed-
back control laws,ui = Kiyi + vi; i = 1; 2; � � � ; N; that will make
the singular system (1) both regular and impulse-free. Algebraic
necessary and sufficient conditions are also presented for the existence
of P-D decentralized output feedback control laws,ui = �Li _yi +
Kiyi + vi; i = 1; 2; � � � ; N; that will make the closed-loop system
satisfy

max
L ;���;L

deg det sÊ � A+

N

i=1

BiKiCi

= max
L ;���;L

rank[Ê] (2)

where degf�g and det[�] denote degree of a polynomialf�g and
determinant of a matrix[�]; respectively, and̂E = E+�N

i=1 BiLiCi:
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Some notations

used throughout the paper and the supporting results are given in
Section II. The main results and remarks are reported in Section III,
and conclusions are given in Section IV.

II. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce the notation and some supporting
results used in the paper. LetRn�m (Cn�m) denote the set of
n �m real (complex) matrices. IfM = [mij ]n�m 2 Rn�m; then
MT denotes the transpose ofM; rank[M ] denotes the rank ofM;
and Im 2 Rm�m denotes the identity matrix. IfM 2 Rn�m is
a parameterized matrix ofK; then we useg:r:

K

[M ] to stand for the

generic rank of the matrixM; i.e., the maximum rank of the matrix
M asK varies in a specific set. LetN denote the setf1; 2; � � � ; Ng
and' is a nonempty subset ofN with elementsi1; i2; � � � ; is ordered
such thati1<i2< � � � <is: Then we defineB' andC' such that

C' =

Ci
Ci

...
Ci

and B' = [Bi ; Bi ; � � � ; Bi ]:

Moreover,P(N ) is a power set ofN ; which is the set of all the
subsets ofN ; N � ' = fx: x 2 N andx =2 'g: Let

SC = fK: K = block diag[K1; K2; � � � ; KN ];

Ki 2 Rm �l ; i 2 Ng:

Lemma 2.1: The singular systemE _x = Ax is regular and
impulse-free if and only if

rank
0 E
E A

= n+ rank[E]: (3)

Proof: The proof can be found in [13].
The following concepts on robust set and supporting algebraic

results are important and will be used in the next section.
Definition 2.1 [14]: A subset ofRm�p (respectively,Cm�p) is a

robust subset(i.e., Zariski open set) ofRm�p (respectively,Cm�p)
if it is nonempty and its complement is the set of solutions inRm�p

(respectively,Cm�p) to a finite set of polynomial equations. Such
sets are open and dense inRm�p (respectively,Cm�p), and each
robust subset ofCm�p contains a largest subset which is a robust
subset ofRm�p: The intersection of two robust subsets ofRm�p

(respectively,Cm�p) is also robust inRm�p (respectively,Cm�p).
Any union of robust subsets ofRm�p (respectively,Cm�p) is also
robust inRm�p (respectively,Cm�p).

Lemma 2.2: Let A0 2 Rm�n; B 2 Rm�h; andC 2 Rl�n be
fixed real matrices, andK 2 Rh�l be a variable matrix. Then

g:r:
k

[A0 +BKC] = min rank[A0; B]; rank
A0

C
(4)

and furthermore, the set

SR = fK: rank[A0 +BKC] = g:r:
K2R

[A0 +BKC]g

(5)

is a robust set, or equivalently,rank[A0 + BKC] reaches its
maximum value for almost allK 2 Rh�l:

Proof: The first part of the result can be found in [15]. We
now proceed with the rest of the proof. Without loss of generality,
we assume thatA0 is anm � m matrix andg:r:[A0 + BKC] =
rank[A0; B]: Obviously, from Definition 2.1 the statement is true for
the case of[A0; B] being of full rank. Let nowrank[A0; B] = r <m:
Then we can choose nonsingular matricesU andV such that

UA0V =
A1 0
0 0

; UB =
B1

B2

; CV = [C1; C2] (6)

whereA1 is a square nonsingular matrix. By compressing the rows of
B2 and columns ofC2 to full row rank and full column rank matrices,
respectively, we can choose nonsingular matricesP andQ such that

PU [A0; B]
V 0
0 Ih

=
A1 0 B1

0 0 B21

0 0 0
(7)

U 0
0 Il

A0

C
V Q =

A1 0 0
0 0 0
C1 C21 0

: (8)

Note that PUA0V Q = UA0V and rank[A0; B] = r �
rank[AT

0 ; C
T ]T ; we get

rank[A0 +BKC] = rank[PUA0V Q+ PUBKCV Q] (9)

rank
A1 B1

0 B21

= r; rank
A1 0
C1 C�

21

= r (10)

whereB21 has row full rank andC�
21; which is a submatrix ofC21;

has column full rank. Let

Â =
A1 0
0 0

r�r

; B̂ =
B1

B21 r�h

; Ĉ = [C1; C
�
21]l�r: (11)
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Then

rank[Â+ B̂KĈ] = g:r:
K2R

[Â+ B̂KĈ] (12)

holds for almost allK 2 Rh�l which completes the proof.
Lemma 2.3: Let A0 2 Rm�n; Pi 2 Rm�h ; andQi 2 Rl �n

be fixed real matrices, andKi 2 Rh �l be variable matrices,
i = 1; 2 � � � ; N: Then

g:r:
K ;���;K

A0 +

N

i=1

PiKiQi

= min g:r:
K ;���;K

A0 +

N�1

i=1

PiKiQi; PN ;

g:r:
K ;���;K

A0 +

N�1

i=1

PiKiQi

QN

: (13)

Proof: Suppose that

g:r:
K ;���;K

A0 +

N

i=1

PiKiQi = rank A0 +

N

i=1

PiK
�
i Qi :

(14)

By Lemma 2.2, we have

rank A0 +

N

i=1

PiK
�
i Qi

� g:r:
K

A0 +

N�1

i=1

PiK
�
i Qi + PNKNQN

= min rank A0 +

N�1

i=1

PiK
�
i Qi; PN ;

rank
A0 +

N�1

i=1

PiK
�
i Qi

QN

� min g:r:
K ;���;K

A0 +

N�1

i=1

PiKiQi; PN ;

g:r:
K ;���;K

A0 +

N�1

i=1

PiKiQi

QN

: (15)

Note that for any fixed~K1; � � � ; ~KN�1; by Lemma 2.2 we have

g:r:
K ;���;K

A0 +

N

i=1

PiKiQi

� g:r:
K

A0 +

N�1

i=1

Pi ~KiQi + PNKNQN

= min rank A0 +

N�1

i=1

Pi ~KiQi; PN ;

rank
A0 +

N�1

i=1

Pi ~KiQi

QN

: (16)

Therefore

g:r:
K ;���;K

A0 +

N

i=1

PiKiQi

� min g:r:
K ;���;K

A0 +

N�1

i=1

PiKiQi; PN ;

g:r:
K ;���;K

A0 +

N�1

i=1

PiKiQi

QN

: (17)

This completes the proof.

III. M AIN RESULT

In this section, we are interested in the effects of applying various
local feedback control laws to system (1). First, we apply the feedback
control law of the formui = Kiyi + vi; i = 1; 2; � � � ; N; to system
(1). The closed-loop system is given by

E _x = A+

N

i=1

BiKiCi x+

N

i=1

Bivi: (18)

The main result is now stated as follows.
Theorem 3.1: Given the singular system (1), there exist decentral-

ized control laws of the formui = Kiyi + vi; i = 1; 2; � � � ; N; that
yield a regular and impulse-free system (18) if and only if for all
' 2 P(N )

rank
0 E 0
E A B'
0 CN�' 0

� n+ rank[E]: (19)

Proof: According to Lemma 2.1, it is only needed to show that
the following equality holds:

g:r:
K ;���;K

0 E

E A+

N

i=1

BiKiCi
= n+ rank[E]: (20)

By Lemma 2.3 the necessary and sufficient condition for (20) to be
true is that the following two inequalities are true:

g:r:
K ;���;K

0 E 0

E A+

N�1

i=1

BiKiCi BN
� n+ rank[E]

(21)

and

g:r:
K ;���;K

0 E

E A+

N�1

i=1

BiKiCi

0 CN

� n+ rank[E]: (22)

Using Lemma 2.3 again, the necessary and sufficient conditions for
(21) and (22) to be true are that the following four inequalities are
true:

g:r:
K ;���;K

0 E 0 0

E A+

N�2

i=1

BiKiCi BN�1 BN

� n+ rank[E] (23)

g:r:
K ;���;K

0 E 0

E A+

N�2

i=1

BiKiCi BN

0 CN�1 0

� n+ rank[E] (24)

g:r:
K ;���;K

0 E 0

E A+

N�2

i=1

BiKiCi BN�1

0 CN 0

� n+ rank[E] (25)
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and

g:r:
K ;���;K

0 E

E A+

N�2

i=1

BiKiCi

0 CN�1
0 CN

� n+ rank[E]: (26)

Proceeding with this way, we can easily conclude that the necessary
and sufficient condition for (20) to be true is for all' 2 P(N )

rank
0 E 0
E A B'

0 CN�' 0
� n+ rank[E]: (27)

This completes the proof.
Remark 3.1: The result given in [9] is only for centralized systems

which is just a special case of Theorem 3.1 (i.e.,N = 1). For a
decentralized singular system, which is regular with impulsive modes,
it is said to have decentralized impulse fixed modes (IFM’s) if for
any local output feedbacksK 2 SC ; the following inequality holds:

deg det sE � A+

N

i=1

BiKiCi < rank[E]: (28)

Algebraic characterization of IFM’s has been presented in [16].
The conditions given in Theorem 3.1 are the same in form as
the conditions on nonexistence of the IFM’s for regular systems.
However, they will never be regarded as the same thing. The reason
is that the conditions for IFM’s are derived from the preassumption
of regularity in the considered system.

Remark 3.2: The result in Theorem 3.1 is related to the structural
controllability and structural observability of singular systems (see,
e.g., [17]–[19]). Consider a class of structural singular systems
described by

E _x =Apx+Bu

y =Cx (29)

whereE 2 Rn�n is singular,Ap is a parameterized matrix of the
form

Ap = Q0 +

N

i=1

MiKiNi

Q0; Mi; and Ni are constant matrices with appropriate sizes,
respectively,Ki is a variable matrix with compatible dimension, and
i 2 N :

Recall that matrixAr is said to be a realization ofAp if it
is obtained from some fixed parameters matricesKi; i 2 N :

System (29) is said to be structurally regular if there is a realization
(E;Ar; B;C) of system (29) to be regular. Suppose that system
(29) is structurally regular, then it is said to be structurally impulse
controllable (observable), if there is a realization(E;Ar; B; C) of
system (29) to be impulse controllable (observable) [19]. Thus,
algebraic necessary and sufficient conditions on the structurally
impulsive controllability and the structurally impulsive observability
of system (29) can be obtained by using the same approach used in
the proof of Theorem 3.1. The results are, respectively

rank
0 E 0 0
E Q0 M' B

0 NN�' 0 0
� n+ rank[E] (30)

and

rank

0 E 0
E Q0 M'

0 NN�' 0
0 C 0

� n+ rank[E] (31)

for all ' 2 P(N ): Conditions (30) and (31) are the necessary and
sufficient conditions for the existence of a static output feedback
u = Ky; such that the closed-loop systemE _x = (Ap + BKC)x
is structural impulse-free, i.e., there is a realization(E;Ar +BKC)
of the system(E;Ap + BKC) to be regular and impulse-free.
From Theorem 3.1, these conditions are equivalent to the conditions
of the existence of decentralized control laws of the formui =
Kiyi + vi; i = 0; 1; � � � ; N; that make the following system:

E _x =Ax +

N

i=0

Miui

yi =Nix; i = 0; 1; � � � ; N (32)

both regular and impulse-free, whereM0 = B andN0 = C:

Now, we apply the following local P-D output feedback control
laws to the singular system (1). That is

ui = �Li _yi +Kiyi + vi; i = 1; 2; � � � ; N: (33)

The closed-loop system will be of the following form:

E +

N

i=1

BiLiCi _x = A+

N

i=1

BiKiCi x+

N

i=1

Bivi: (34)

The singular system (1) may be a normal system asg:r:[E +
�N
i=1 BiLiCi] = n: As g:r:[E + �N

i=1 BiLiCi]<n; then system
(34) is still a singular system. Applying the results above, we now
derive the algebraic conditions for the existence of decentralized P-
D output feedback control laws (33) that will make the closed-loop
singular system (34) satisfy condition (2). In fact, the closed-loop
system (34) will be regular and impulse-free as long as condition
(2) holds.

Theorem 3.2: Given the singular system (1), there exists decen-
tralized P-D control laws of the formui = �Li _yi +Kiyi + vi; i =
1; 2; � � � ; N; that make the closed-loop system (34) satisfy condition
(2) if and only if

rank

0 E 0 B' 0
E A B' 0 B'

0 CN�' 0 0 0
0 C'�' 0 0 0

C(N�')�' 0 0 0 0

� n+Rg

(35)

for all ' 2 P(N ); '1 2 P('); and'2 2 P(N � '); with

Rg
�
= min

'2P(N )
rank

E B'

CN�' 0
: (36)

Proof: By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we know that the following
holds for almost all~L 2 SC :

rank E +

N

i=1

Bi
~LiCi = g:r:

L ;���;L

E +

N

i=1

BiLiCi = Rg:

(37)

In light of Theorem 3.1, condition (2) holds if and only if

g:r:
L ;���;L

0 E +

N

i=1

BiLiCi 0

E +

N

i=1

BiLiCi A B'

0 CN�' 0

� n+Rg (38)
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holds for all' 2 P(N ): Observe that

g:r:
L ;���;L

0 E +

N

i=1

BiLiCi 0

E +

N

i=1

BiLiCi A B'

0 CN�' 0

= g:r:
L ;���;L

0 E +
i2'

BiLiCi 0

E +
i2N�'

BiLiCi A B'

0 CN�' 0

:

(39)

Since' \ N � ' = ; (empty set), then by using Lemma 2.3 on
the right-hand side of (39) and repeating the procedure as shown in
Theorem 3.1, we can finally obtain the algebraic conditions (35).

Corollary 3.1: The derived algebraic conditions given in Theo-
rem 3.2 for centralized systems become

rank
0 E 0 B

E A B 0
� n+min rank[E;B]; rank

E

C
(40)

rank
0 E 0
E A B

0 C 0
� n+min rank[E;B]; rank

E

C
(41)

and

rank

0 E

E A

0 C

C 0

� n+min rank[E;B]; rank
E

C
: (42)

Remark 3.3: A similar comment as in Remark 3.2 on the result
stated in Theorem 3.2 can be made, which is related to the following
structural singular system described by

Ep _x =Apx +Bu

y =Cx (43)

whereEp andAp are parameterized matrices of the form

Ep = P0 +

n

i=1

M
1

i K
1

iN
1

i ; Ap = Q0 +

n

i=1

M
2

i K
2

iN
2

i

P0; Q0;M
1

i ;M
2

i ; N
1

i ; andN2

i are constant matrices with appropriate
sizes, respectively,K1

i andK2

i are variable matrices with compatible
dimension, andi 2 N : For the limitation of space, the details are
omitted here.

It should be pointed out that the results in this paper are based on
the original system parameter matrices and no matrix manipulation
and partitioning are required.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper considers the problem of regularization of singular
systems using decentralized output feedback. Algebraic necessary
and sufficient conditions are derived which ensures the existence
of decentralized output feedback control laws that will make the
singular system both regular and impulse-free. Necessary and suffi-
cient conditions are also given for the existence of P-D decentralized
output feedback control laws, for which the closed-loop system will
be regular and impulse-free with a maximal dynamical order.
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